Vw t5 service intervals

It is vitally important to read up on the common problems with VW T4 Transporters to avoid
potentially expensive consequences. There are some repairs that you do not want to be paying
for in your first few months of ownership. Owning a VW T4 Transporter can be an absolute
pleasure however finding the correct one is becoming exceptionally important as the youngest
of the models are now heading for 20 years old, some are closer to 30 years! A well kept, well
serviced example can rack up in excess of , miles and still have a residual value on the
second-hand market. The reliability of the VW T4 is renowned to be the best in class from the
through to early era however finding one that has been kept in good serviceable condition is
important. The VW T4 had quite a few variations of engine size and type over the years and
there are a few different service plans depending on model however in a nut shell:. Running any
vehicle that is 20 to 30 years old is going to come with a higher maintenance bills than a new
vehicle. The VW T4 is now at the turning point where good example are appreciating in value so
if you pick the right one you can justify it as an investment for the future! There maybe some
years that you have to spend a little more but it does seem to average out over time. If the
structure of the metal within a certain radius of the mounts is showing significant decay then
you will not pass the MOT. You normally get a couple of years warning on this by looking back
at the MOT advisories â€” if they have been completed thoroughly. The first place to look when
viewing any T4 is at the history of advisories to see if the repair has already been carried out or
if it is noted within the advisory section. If a garage quotes you more than this, it is likely they
do not really want the work. It is a skilled bit of fabrication and welding as the shape of the metal
near to the mounts on a T4 is an awkward shape. As a slightly simpler fix, some T4 owners head
to the breakers yard to see if they can salvage the bit of metal out of an old Transporter. This
one is a big one! Do not underestimate how much a set of sills and arches will cost you if you
are not able to do the welding your self. If you are buying a rusty T4 you need to factor this
repair into your purchase price. Some owners fit arch trim to extend the life of their arches to
avoid the costly repair however be wary if this is on a T4 that you are viewing as it can also
mask problems that you will need to address further down the line. One other area that suffers
badly from rust when basic maintenance is not followed in the lower runner rail on the side
door. It collects crud, mud, grime, grease, old screws, leaves, old cig buttsâ€¦ you name it! It
then gets wet and stays wet. This corrodes the metal and also messes us the runner of the door.
It is an expensive weld job when this lip fails. Depending on how well they are driven, the
standard clutches can last anywhere between , and , miles! The 2. The labour itself is pricey but
so is the part. If you have the 2. This does increase the cost of the job but saves you on a major
service further down the line. The VW T4 does have a reputation for dodgy sensors
unfortunately. It is not uncommon to hear of the heat sensor going off irrationally on the T4
especially over bumps! If your dashboard keeps flashing up with heat warnings then pull over
and check your fluids as your first step. Clean the connections for the wires leading to and from
the sensor when you change it out and chances are that will fix your problem. The section
deserved its own article as it is such a common complaint! Click below to find all about the VW
T4 headlights and super cheap options to upgrade. It is common for the upper ball joints
especially to go on the medium to higher mile examples of the VW T4. You will hear knocking
especially on bumps. Early signs are knocking only on bumps when the Transporter is mid
bend as a higher weight distribution is applied to a particular side of the Transporter. A good
test if you are on a test drive is to aim for a bump mid bend on left and right steering lock and
listen carefully. The upper and lower ball joints themselves are actually very cheap however the
job of changing said ball joints is not one for the faint hearted. I have heard of garages in the UK
shying away from the task and turning down the job. Even with the right tool to remove the
upper ball joints it is rarely a simple process to remove the old part so if you are doing it your
self, expect a challenge. An exceedingly kind VW T4 enthusiast dropped me a note to include
this section thanks for the prompt! I personally have never suffered with coolant in the oil or
vice versa oil in the coolant however it is something to watch out for especially on the 2. The
VW T4 oil heater exchanger passes oil through a matrix looks like a mini radiator that travels
close to the coolant system. The coolant is used to cool the oil before being pumped back
around the engine. The fins on the heat exchanger are thin. They corrode or become easily
damaged over time. If you have a pin hole leak, then the high pressured oil passes very easily
into the coolant system. These are the most common cause for oil being found in the cooling
system on a VW T4 and is a cheap and easy fix. Make sure you check this before looking into
the more expensive water pump or head gasket repairs. You can test the oil heat exchanger for
leaks in the same way you might test a bicycle inner tube. Over the years the emissions test that
vehicles have to pass to obtain an MOT has become harder in the UK. You can view latest
changes to emissions on the gov. Unfortunately this left a lot of VW T4 owners scratching their
heads when their pride and joy fails! You can also read specific emmision critia for your MOT

here. Old vehicles are always going to struggle with these criteria as in most cases the
emissions of the vehicles when new were already higher than current models. Just before the
MOT, keeping it in a high gear and using all of the rev range will ensure that your engine is fully
warm and as much of the built up carbon is blown out of the exhaust before the MOT. Problems
that lead to high emissions are. If you are one of the lucky ones and have a high spec T4 with
original electric windows, mirrors and central locking. Make sure you check that they work ok
as over time the harness within the door cavity tend to fray. If your VW T4 does not start on the
first turn of a key once the glow plug light goes out , even after several days of none use, it is
likely that you have a problem. Setting the timing on the T4 is actually fairly tricky and it is very
common to find the timing ever so slightly a drift from recommended tolerances. If you have a
cold start problem this is one of the first places to check, especially if it has just had a major
service. It is worth pointing out that a little bit of back smoke when you first start a T4 is
standard and nothing to be concerned about. If the smoke continues once it is warm however,
you should investigate. The high water pressure blasts a hole in the radiator and you are left in
a plume of very embarrassing smoke typically with Bongo owners slowing down to gloat as
they passâ€¦ As this is normally their problem! Next time your VW T4 is in the garage it is worth
swapping the radiator out for a new one if it is over 20 years old and showing signs of damage.
Ignoring the few common problems explored here of a VW T4, they are extremely reliable if
maintained. You should have trouble free motoring well over the , miles which is why they hold
their value so well on the second-hand market. You may also like to read about How many miles
will a Transporter do? Catch the warning signs early and you should never be left at the side of
a road or on the back of an AA truck. Sign up to our Newsletter to receive monthly updates on
all things Transporter! Myself and family live in the UK and are life long enthusiasts of all
generations of VW Transporters. Maintaining this website is my passion to share information
with other Transporter enthusiasts. I currently own an original VW T4. Like most owners, I carry
out most of the maintenance myself with a little helping hand occasionally! I am not shy of a bit
of oil or hard work to maintain my pride and joy :o. I am also a passionate motorbike rider BMW
Fst so spread my time fairly between both hobbies! I hope you find my posts helpful and
informative. My name is Katie and I am a life long fan of VW Transporters of all yearsâ€¦ I
currently drive around in a red VW T4 that I am slowly but surely restoring to its original rust
free glory. On this site I will cover all common topics that I have seen discussed over the years
and make it freely accessible to like minded VW fans all in one place! Table of Contents. View
costs for new arches. Clean and oil the bottom rain runner every few hundred miles. View clutch
cost. T4 Headlight upgrade guide. Dim head lights on a T4â€¦. View ball joint cost. View fuel
additive that works. If you have these, you are lucky! View sensor cost. Electrical contact
cleaner. View radiator cost. Contains easy, practical and helpful information for each month of
the year. We respect your privacy and will never share your email address with anyone.
Previous Common problems with VW T6 transporters. About The Author. Related Posts. Search
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3 Electric 1. Gumtree Alerts. Get a daily email with the latest ads in your areas of interest. Free
and easy to cancel. Sort By: Most Recent. Top Ads. R , Read More. Goodwood 3 days ago. This
Caddy is in good original condition with service history. Very comfortable and spacious, perfect
for mom taking the kids to school etc. Also very fuel efficient and with the DSG automatic
gearbox it's a real pleasure to drive. Kuils River 12 hrs ago. In brilliant condition and drives very
well. Fuel consumption is very low. Full service history available. With the new turbo, clutch and
gearbox, the car is essentially fit to dr ive a very long time provided it gets serviced properly.
Good value for the price. Taken great care of the car Fourways 6 days ago. Vereeniging 6 mins
ago. R 89, Vw Polo6 1. Price R89, Johannesburg CBD 6 mins ago. Vereeniging 7 mins ago. Polo
6 1,6tdi Comfort line. R 75, FSH, Daily runner, New Germany 7 mins ago. Vereeniging 8 mins
ago. Message Required. Name Required. Email Address Required. Phone Optional Required. By
clicking "Send" you accept the Terms of Use and Privacy Notice and agree to receive
newsletters and promo offers. View and manage your saved ads in your account. By clicking
"Create Alert" you accept the Terms of Use and Privacy Notice and agree to receive newsletters
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Legal Bits Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. Cookie Notice. Stay Safe. Gumtree Motors Cars A-C.
Cars D-G. Cars H-L. Cars M-O. Cars P-Z. View more. VW Transporters are renowned for their
reliability and build quality however everything has a weakness of some sort! The VW T6 as we
know it now has only been around since so in terms of life longevity it is still early days for the
model as a whole. A lot of the T6 shares the same components as the tried and tested T5. With

new technology in engine advancements as well as significant advances in long life oil quality
that is now readily available, you have a choice of service intervals depending on the type of
use and style of driving. In the Uk, if you have the vehicle registration number of the Transporter
T6, it is possible to search the. Gov database to check to see if all recalls have been carried out.
If you follow the link below you can find out more details on this. Go to VW T4 problems. Go to
VW T5 problems. There have been some reports of engine failure in the 2. There have been no
recalls regarding this issue as it has been fairly rare. The most common cause of engine failure
reported was due to a malfunctioning EGR valve allowing coolant to escape into the engine
cylinders. It may get harder to argue for the repair costs to be covered. In some unfortunate
cases, EGR issues have led to complete engine failures however others have reported more
minor but irritating malfunctions. The yellow engine management light comes on and most
frequently with a fault code of P â€” an insufficient exhaust gas re circulation flow in the
system. If you want to have a go at sorting the problem yourself then one of the best EGR
specific cleaners available in the UK is manufactured by Wynns and breaks down carbon build
up really well. If the fault keeps reappearing or the vehicle is approaching higher miles it could
be worth replacing the EGR Cooler View price of part on eBay. The cause has been identified as
a bad design of the window drains which result in water seeping in around the window seals
where it is bonded to the body and running down the inside of the panel. VW have been carrying
out repairs under warranty to rectify the problem however if you are outside of warranty then it
is likely you will be paying for the repair. If you are buying a used VW T6 it is worth checking
with the owner to see if this repair has been carried out and if not check around the windows
and panel beneath for signs of water ingress. If you are buying second hand then check the few
recalls above have been done, check around the rear side windows if applicable for leaks and
probably most significantly check for any history regards the EGR. Checking for historic EGR
issues will be the most challenging check and you will be more reliant on the seller giving you
an honest answer. Sign up to our Newsletter to receive monthly updates on all things
Transporter! Myself and family live in the UK and are life long enthusiasts of all generations of
VW Transporters. Maintaining this website is my passion to share information with other
Transporter enthusiasts. I currently own an original VW T4. Like most owners, I carry out most
of the maintenance myself with a little helping hand occasionally! I am not shy of a bit of oil or
hard work to maintain my pride and joy :o. I am also a passionate motorbike rider BMW Fst so
spread my time fairly between both hobbies! I hope you find my posts helpful and informative.
My name is Katie and I am a life long fan of VW Transporters of all yearsâ€¦ I currently drive
around in a red VW T4 that I am slowly but surely restoring to its original rust free glory. On this
site I will cover all common topics that I have seen discussed over the years and make it freely
accessible to like minded VW fans all in one place! Table of Contents. Go to full VW T6 service
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Cars D-G. Cars H-L. Cars M-O. Cars P-Z. View more. Something for everyone from VW's popular
medium van. And while this sixth-generation model is closely related to the previous VW
Transporter T5 under the skin, significant gains have been made in the areas of running costs,
driver comfort and safety. In late , Volkswagen also finally launched the e-Transporter electric

van in the UK. The big news for the VW Transporter in is the introduction of a new
range-topping Sportline model, announced in March and pictured below. This is one
sexy-looking van, with GTI-inspired looks, more tech than any other Transporter and the most
powerful hp TDI turbodiesel engine. We're not aware of any other major changes for the
Transporter coming in at this stage, but Volkswagen does have a new family of super-clean
'twin-dosing' TDI diesel engines, which have just launched in the latest VW Caddy , so it's
possibly these may make their way into the Transporter as well at some point soon. But this
may not happen until this model is replaced by a brand new generation of Transporter, which
will be built in partnership with Ford. We don't expect to see this until at the earliest, however.
This is Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles' most popular model, by a considerable margin. It's
typically the second- bestselling medium van in the UK, and comes in a huge range of variants.
The Transporter also routinely scores very highly in the annual FN50 van fleet reliability survey.
It continues to have an image and reputation that few rivals in the medium van sector can
match, and attracts both business and lifestyle users. For more on this van' backstory, check
out our feature on the year history of the VW Transporter. The T6. We have now driven several
variants on British roads. The Transporter 6. You'll also note there's a model name badge on the
front wings next to the new headlights now. All these design changes are intended to make the
van look more 'premium'. Meanwhile, a completely redesigned dashboard is supposed to make
it feel more like a car inside, supported by improvements to the driving experience and the
option to add VW's very latest multimedia infotainment systems, which run on touchscreens up
to 9. Mechanical changes include new electromechanical power steering, a number of new
safety systems, and a revised set of engines, all of which meet Euro 6D-Temp emissions
regulations also known as Euro 6. For at least the past two decades, the VW Transporter has
been the most desirable van in the medium van class, with the premium price tag and strong
secondhand values to match. This desirability continues with the T6 and T6. The Ford Transit
Custom and the Mercedes-Benz Vito - the Ford sells in simply enormous numbers, while the
Vito is the only other mid-size van with a premium German image. The available array of model
combinations is almost dazzling, but with such variety there is almost certainly a Transporter to
suit your needs. As well as the standard panel van, it comes as a Kombi with two rows of seats
but no bulkhead on T6 models; T6. At launch, the T6 was available in two bodylengths, three
roof heights and four nominal gross vehicle weights 2. However, in early , the Medium roof
height was dropped from the UK range due to lack of interest from buyers ; this means only
Low and High roof Transporters were available to buy new from this point on. As for trim levels,
the T6 initially launched with three: Startline, Trendline and Highline. The high-spec, high-cost
T6 Sportline was added in late pictured above , with an Edition model following in featuring
snazzy graphics, LED headlights and sat-nav as standard. For the T6. This reflects the way the
UK market is divided between buyers who want a basic van and those typically owner-operators
who want something as luxurious and car-like as possible. Manual and automatic gearboxes are
available, plus both front-wheel drive and 4Motion four-wheel drive. VW's well-respected 2. In
mid, VW added a choice of two new 2. A unique offering in the medium van sector in the UK,
these were aimed at buyers concerned about diesel emissions, those who do shorter journeys,
or those who simply prefer smooth petrol performance. We ran a top-spec hp TSI turbo petrol
as a long-term test van here at Parkers, and it left everyone who drove it gobsmacked by its
performance - if not its fuel economy. However, the petrol Transporters were shortlived, and not
only were they discontinued from the UK pricelist in autumn , VW has chosen not to continue
with any petrol-engined models in the revised 6. With its appealing combination of image,
practicality and choice, the VW Transporter is a van that should always be in the running for
your money, and the Transporter 6. No, it isn't cheap. But if you're planning to use finance this
may actually work in your favour - since it also holds its value really well, monthly payments
can prove surprisingly affordable. VW claims that total life costs are among the best in the
medium van marketplace. The Transporter is a great all-rounder - perhaps only bettered in this
respect by the Ford Transit Custom, and even then many buyers may prefer the VW's design,
driving experience and safety credentials. Though the Transporter has never been a bad van to
drive, the 6. We've sampled every engine available in the latest range, and driven the updated
van around town and on the motorway at home in the UK and abroad. If you're trying to find out
what the electric version is like to drive, however, you'll need to check out our separate VW
e-Transporter review. Revised versions of the motor fitted in the pre-facelift T6 models, these
now meet the latest Euro 6D-Temp emissions regulations, and offer the following choice of
power outputs:. The 90hp and hp motors are combined with a five-speed manual gearbox and
front-wheel drive FWD ; the hp engine comes with a six-speed manual gearbox and front wheel
drive, with the option to upgrade to a seven-speed DSG automatic or 4Motion four-wheel drive
4WD. The range-topping hp later hp version comes with the seven-speed DSG auto and FWD as

standard, with the option to go 4WD if you want the most expensive set-up possible. The 90hp
van feels adequately powerful when driven around a city centre, even when loaded, but strains
much more severely than the rest of the range once you throw in a few hills and faster roads.
Given the choice, we'd spend the extra on the hp model to ensure enough performance in these
situations. The jump to hp makes a far bigger difference, though, especially as you get an extra
gear in the transmission, helping to keep the engine quieter at higher speeds. The hp model is
revving at around 2,rpm at 70mph, and this does make it noisier, though not unbearably so. The
range-topping twin-turbo is fantastically fast for a van, and retains the Transporter's crown as
the most powerful mid-size van around. The DSG automatic transmission suits its performance
and its likely use as a lifestyle vehicle - this transmission is streets ahead of the conventional
automatic available in the Transit Custom, for example. Even if it can be a bit abrupt at lower
speeds. In addition to the engines, the facelifted Transporter benefits from a completely revised
steering system, which switches from traditional hydraulic power assistance to the newer
electromechanical assistance - already deployed in the VW Crafter. This new system makes the
steering feel both effortless and accurate, being light and lazy at low speeds without
compromising stability when going faster. It also enables some clever safety features and saves
a bit of fuel, helping to reduce running costs. The suspension does a great job of soaking up
bumps - certainly more so than the Transit Custom's - but T6. These vans just don't seem to
have much sound insulation, with engine, road and wind noise all being quite apparent inside.
Even so, as with its Crafter big brother, this is a very car-like van to drive now, proving to be
comfortable on bumpy roads and over longer distances. Both manual gearboxes have a positive
and robust action, so no complaints there. It does seem a little tight that VW doesn't fit a
six-speed transmission as standard, but presumably this helps to keep purchase costs down
while making the less powerful models feel punchier at motorway speeds. Though the 4Motion
four-wheel drive system is very unobtrusive on the road, unless you regularly find yourself on
slippery work sites or damp grass, the normal front-wheel drive models will do the job, and
drink less fuel in the process. Prior to the T6. We were disappointed when we drove the 84hp
engine, which is sluggish off the mark and struggles on even modest ascents. Step up to the hp
model and there is a world of difference. You're much better off going for more power if you can
afford it, though. Even early hp models make light work of cruising on the motorway thanks to
the addition of that sixth gear, and the hp version is obviously even better although it does
appear to have some long-term reliability concerns. With the arrival of Euro 6 in , the hp and hp
engines were swapped for hp and hp units, giving greater performance still. The hp models are
more powerful than any contemporary medium van rival. Transporters with hp and hp will do
mph in less than 10 seconds, which is very good going. In VW added a choice of two 2. These
are intriguing power units - while they can't match the fuel economy of their diesel equivalents,
they are quieter, super-smooth and urgently enjoyable to drive. Even the hp model feels very
fast, while the hp is practically a load-carrying GTI. Both petrol engines suffer from a surprising
amount of vibration around 1,rpm, however - something that the optional DSG transmission
available on the more powerful model ably manages to drive around. Not for everyone, but if
you're - say - a lifestyle buyer who places a greater emphasis on the driving experience than
fuel economy, they are worth seeking out. Sadly, if you do want a petrol-powered T6, you'll now
have to search for a secondhand example as they were dropped from the UK pricelist in autumn
The previous generation T5 Transporter had become quite utilitarian by rival standards. But the
T6 has always been a smooth performer on the road, if not quite as sharp as the Transit Custom
or Renault Trafic family, and not quite matching the assured comfort and luxury of the fanciest
Mercedes Vito models. The steering is light, which makes it feel nimble. But you soon learn that
the Transporter isn't overly keen on turning into corners quickly, feeling almost as if it is going
to trip over its outside front wheel. And despite a firm-ish ride, there is quite a bit of bodyroll,
too, although the lowered suspension of the Sportline models successfully reduces this rolling
around. Regardless of version, once you're in the corner, clever XDS electronics deliver plenty
of grip, and the more powerful engines can propel you away from roundabouts with enough
speed to surprise all but the most enthusiastically driven cars. These earlier T6 Transporters are
noisy inside - especially on models without a bulkhead such as the kombi, which has a second
row of seats. While the T6 Transporter's cab has always been cleanly designed and very
functional, and a welcome change from the dated and rather drab interior of the previous
generation, some buyers felt it lacked the design flair of the best rivals. Safe to say the T6.
Available with a choice of two infotainment systems in the UK - Composition Colour and
Discover Media - the way the central screen is now integrated into the dashboard looks super
slick. However, it's not the fastest system to come to life when first starting the van which is
frustrating, and sometimes means the reversing camera doesn't work , and isn't always the
most intuitive. Going back after you've selected the wrong menu item can be confusing, for

example. The good news is that the basic Composition Colour system now fitted as standard
features a 6. Caravelle and California buyers still get a slight tech advantage over the
Transporter, as they are also available with a 9. While this is certainly clever, we're not sure
you're really missing much here. We found using the conventional sat-nav screen in the central
location to be much less distracting, for example, as you don't have to look so far from the road.
The standard dials are also very clear and easy to read. All Transporter 6. At the basic level this
allows you to carry out various tasks related to the vehicle's health and remind yourself where
you parked it. Upgrade to We Connect Plus, however, and you'll be able to remotely lock and
unlock the van, set speed alerts, use additional anti-theft functions, find out about fuel stations
and car parks, and use a 'Hey Volkswagen' voice control system similar to the 'Hey Mercedes'
functionality available in the Sprinter. This isn't the most impressive voice control we've ever
used, so if you think this is something important to the way you'll use the van, do make sure
you try it out at the dealership. UK Transporter buyers get a year's free subscription to We
Connect Plus, but after the first 12 months you'll have to pay a fee to continue it. There's also
We Connect Fleet, which adds maintenance management tools, geofencing and a digital
logbook to the service. It's intended to be particularly useful to small fleet customers vehicles
that wouldn't otherwise bother with any fleet management software. One problem with the new
dashboard design is that it seems to have a reduced amount of storage compared with the
previous version - and it doesn't solve the issue regarding the lack of covered storage, either.
So while there are a couple of dash-top bins, they don't have lids, which means people can see
what you've put in them and that stuff will likely reflect in the windscreen while you're driving.
The Transporter has half-heartedly adopted dash-wide shelf from the Crafter, too. But this,
together with the need to find room for the latest exhaust gas recirculation EGR technology
under the bonnet, has brought the dashboard closer to the passengers' knees. If your mates are
over six foot or have long legs, they may find it more cramped than the older T6 Transporter
interior as a result. That said, VW has added the option to accommodate longer loads, thanks to
the new ability to load through under the front passenger bench - a gain of mm. You can also
get a v socket for this under-seat area, situated within a locker - allowing you to secure items
such as laptops while you charge them. The pre-facelift T6 interior is pictured below. As you
can see, it is far less fancy than the T6. Even on the Highline models, which come with a lot of
gadgets and features, the layout of the buttons and switches is methodical and sensible on the
earlier dash. This is a boon over some rivals - including the Transit Custom - where secondary
controls have been scattered all over the cab. All that said, in our experience, it can be tricky to
set a comfortable temperature in the cab for some reason, with the Transporter often feeling
either hot or cold, with little adjustment in between. On all models, the seats are made from
hard-wearing upholstery and are fully adjustable for height, lumbar, reach and rake. As first
encounter, you may find the seat bases rather firm, seeming someway short of the ergonomic
comfort now offered by the onwards VW Crafter. However, we've done day-long, pan-European
journeys in these Transporters, and they always seem to pass without causing the driver any
aches and pains. VW's seat designers do apparently know what they're doing. The Volkswagen
Transporter has never been a cheap van to buy new , and this model is no exception. However,
it also commands strong secondhand prices , and these residual values mean that overall
ownership costs remain competitive. Which should also help keep lease and other finance rates
down, reducing monthly payments. What's more, VW has taken other measures to try and
reduce running costs. As of May it even offers interest-free finance on servicing and repairs to
enable you to spread payments and make things more affordable. According to the official
figures, the most economical version of the T6. Least economical Transporter delivers a
claimed These figures look pretty unimpressive on paper compared with the pre-facelift T6
model, which offered up to However, the fuel economy testing regime has changed to a newer,
tougher WLTP standard since the T6 was launched, and it's this the T6. It's also worth noting
that there are no special fuel-saving versions or measures available for the facelifted
Transporter. You get a three-year, ,mile warranty as standard from new, which isn't as generous
as some rivals. But the Transporter is one of the most reliable vans around, according to the
FN50 fleet reliability survey , so you shouldn't need to visit the dealer too often. Fixed intervals
come every year or 10, miles, while the variable intervals are once every two years or 18, miles,
or whenever the vehicle detects it needs attention. VW offers a wide range of servicing plans for
new and used vans to help keep costs down, including the option to spread payments over 12
or 18 months. Plus, in March it added a new augmented reality facility to all of its Van Centres
and Authorised Repairers to help solve complex and unusual problems more quickly. This
should get you back on the road quicker, VW claims. Euro 6 models feature a litre AdBlue tank,
which is not especially large, and delivers a range of between 3, and 5, miles - very much
depending on driving style and use. Check out mustard. UK specification for the T6. There are

some interesting options packs for the T6. These include the great value Business Pack for the
Startline model, which adds an alarm and air-con for a modest extra fee. Then there's the
Courier Package, which includes a 'more robust' alternator, battery and driveshafts. Make of
that what you will If shopping used, you may find this list of pre-facelift Transporter T6 standard
equipment helpful. The T6 Transporter comes in three regular trim levels: Startline, Trendline
and Highline, with even the Startline offering plenty of standard kit. On top of this, however,
more lifestyle-orientated versions have been added: the Sportline from late and the Edition from
In , VW added a Business Pack as a great-value option designed to make T6 Startlines more
useable for a modest extra fee. This includes:. The resulting vehicle, sometimes known as the
Transporter Business Edition, is intended to appeal to those looking for maximum value. Over
the previous generations, the Volkswagen Transporter has built up a reputation as a solid and
reliable workhorse. This is one of the reasons the VW Transporter typically has the highest
residual values in its class. Backing up that reputation for good build quality, it consistently
ranks in the top three vans in the UK for reliability in the annual FN50 fleet reliability survey. It
has also only been subject to one official recall in the UK since launch, with a small number of
Transporters troubled by an airbag issue. That said, there have been consistent reports of
issues with some hp engines, sometimes referred to as the BiTDI or Bi-Turbo, since it's one of
the twin turbo versions. A professional inspection is recommended if you're considering one of
these. For what it's worth, not a single thing went wrong with our T6 long-term test van over 8,
miles of very hard driving. Regardless, it will be some time before any problems with the T6. For
added peace of mind, new Transporters come with three years' unlimited mileage breakdown
assist, which includes hour call-out. On top of this, in May , VW launched a free MOT insurance
scheme for qualifying vans and pickups aged up to 10 years old. Safety is an area where the
Transporter T6 has been considerably enhanced over the T5. A whole host of active systems for
damage limitation or crash avoidance have been added to this version, and the T6. Standard
features on all models include ABS, electronic stability control , drive and passenger airbags,
Brake Assist and Electronic Brakeforce Distribution helping you brake harder in an emergency;
most people don't brake hard enough , and a Driver Alert System which checks to see if you're
about to fall asleep at the wheel. The steering recommendation helps the driver to counteract
dangerous situations and can even make 'gentle' corrections if necessary, and is only made
possible by the new electromechanical power steering. We know that van buyers aren't always
keen to spend the extra to make their vans safer, but the Transporter has plenty of kit available
to tempt you. For example, the T6. It can also park itself, models fitted with a tailgate can have
rear traffic alert , and those with sat-nav can have traffic sign recognition. The side protection
system may well be worth the cost to reduce your accidental damage bill; it uses 12 ultrasonic
sensors to spot objects all round the van and warns you if you're about to manoeuvre into
them. Euro NCAP has begun a van safety campaign, and as of December is now rating them on
their available safety equipment. Among the best and worst vans for safety , the Transporter
was ranked right at the top, being one of just three to receive a Gold award. We remain slightly
disappointed with the lack of covered storage compartments within the cab area, which means
valuable items have to be stowed in the glovebox to avoid exposure. There was also no
standard bulkhead between the cab and the cargo area on entry-level models up until around
mid, so if someone manages to break in, they have access to all areas. Similarly, an alarm
system is only standard from Highline specification and above. However, T6. Meanwhile the new
We Connect system works with the built-in SIM card to add further anti-theft features. These
include a virtual alarm that notifies you via your smartphone if someone opens or moves the
van, plus the ability to check it's locked remotely - and lock it if it isn't. While the VW
Transporter may not sell in such high numbers as the Ford Transit Custom, it remains a very
popular choice among small and large fleets, and with individual buyers. Since you have to go
all the way up to Highline in order to get air-conditioning and an alarm system as standard,
arguably the best-value Transporter as of is an entry-level Startline with the Business Pack. This
adds air-con and an alarm for a modest extra fee, most of which you'll get back when selling it
on as it makes the van worth more secondhand. However, though Trendline was discontinued
when the facelifted T6. Volkswagen has previously built a Transporter BlueMotion that is
specifically optimised for maximum fuel economy. With a hp 2. So may not be suitable for all
uses. All of the 2. The 2. The highest gross vehicle weight Transporters are labelled T32 â€”
meaning 3,kg â€” so look for this when buying used. As GVW is the total allowed weight of the
van and everything on board, smaller, lighter T32 vans â€” so SWB with a low roof and not
much standard equipment â€” will carry the heaviest payloads. But they obviously also offer the
least actual room for bulky items. Check out our dedicated VW Transporter T6 weights and
dimensions page for more details. Looking for more in-depth reviews of specific VW
Transporter models? Then check out these following individual reviews of particularly

interesting Transporter variants:. However, in a mid-size van like the Transporter, the difference
between the fuel economy of a TDI diesel model and a TSI petrol starts to become less of a
minor inconvenience and more of a yawning chasm. For example, the TSI we have on test here
is a short-wheelbase, low roof T30 model with hp and Nm of torque, and VW claims it will return
On top of which, petrol tech is lighter than diesel, giving you around 30kg more payload
capacity and hinting at a better driving experience. But the 2. It really does give the Transporter
a lively, enthusiastic feel, with genuinely keen acceleration and a surprisingly sporty engine
note. Getting between jobs will rarely be so entertaining. If anything, the engine is a bit too
enthusiastic, as the torque seems to arrive all at once, creating quite the impression on other
drivers and making it a little difficult to drive the van smoothly at lower speeds. Yet this is the
entry-level hp version â€” VW also offers a hp 2. Another bonus of the petrol engine is that it's
quieter inside than the diesels, though there is still some strange vibration at low engine revs.
As a short-wheelbase, low-roof Highline, this particular Transporter TSI has an official payload
rating of 1,kg. That sounds rather low for a modern medium van, but if this is a concern then
consider a less fancy trim level â€” the range-topping Highline is so loaded with kit it weighs
63kg more than the basic Startline. The load area of this example was very nicely finished,
including optional rubber floor and full-height side lining, neither of which is terribly expensive.
So you are going to be filling up on an exceedingly regular basis. Taxation rates are the same as
the diesel, and though NOx and particulate emissions are much lower for this van, its CO2
levels are higher which is bad for the ozone layer. You get a three-year, ,mile warranty on the
Transporter, while service intervals are every 12 months or 12, miles. But you do get a stack
load of standard kit for your money see the Costs and Value section of the main review above.
Looking for the ultimate sporty medium van on sale in ? What you really want if speed is of the
essence is this van, the Volkswagen Transporter T32 Sportline â€” which is available, as tested,
with up to hp. At the moment, the closest any medium van rival gets to this level of potency is
the top-spec Mercedes Vito, which offers hp and Nm. The ride comfort, while not as good as the
likes of the Renault Trafic and Vauxhall Vivaro, remains entirely bearable. When fitted with this
hp twin-turbo 2. Hilariously fast, for a van. Our test van was fitted with the optional seven-speed
DSG automatic transmission, which means you can simply plant your right foot and go â€”
although this is occasionally a little slow to respond from a standstill, the Sport mode is very
snappy. Straight-line performance is compounded by that lowered suspension, which keeps the
Transporter remarkably flat through the corners, allowing you to take on high-speed
roundabout entries and twisty roads with confidence. Rarely will they have ever seen a van
move so rapidly. As mentioned, it does sometimes seem like you can catch the transmission
out. Which rather undermines the premium experience. The large Sportline wheels and the lack
of any kind of bulkhead in the kombi are presumably the major contributors to this. Added to
this, the thumping engine means you can expect higher than average running costs â€” claimed
fuel economy is As a lifestyle choice, this and the performance place it well ahead of any rival.
Still, the standard equipment level is great see main review, above , and as with all
Transporters, the interior is logically laid out, with loads of useful storage. Sure, it is expensive,
but the performance, the distinctive looks and the standard equipment make it easier to justify;
the Sportline is available with less powerful â€” and therefore less expensive â€” engines if the
show is more important to you than the go. Something for everyone from VW's popular medium
van Parkers overall rating: 4. Wide range of models Holds its value very well Lots of safety
systems Comfortable to drive Strong engines. Lack of covered storage space in cab Costs more
than most rivals Noisy inside Short service intervals Unimpressive on-paper mpg. How much to
insure this van? Compare quotes at. Show Me. Enlarge 68 photos. Skip to our full verdict on
Driving Interior Costs Reliability Safety. Volkswagen Transporter driving experience. Smart new
dashboard design for T6. Updated interior for Transporter 6. Less practical than before? Yes
and no Pre-facelift interior and dashboard The pre-facelift T6 interior is pictured below. VW
Transporter long-distance comfort On all models, the seats are made from hard-wearing
upholstery and are fully adjustable for height, lumbar, reach and rake. Holds its value better
than any other medium van Fuel economy typically a strong point Some trim and equipment
changes for T6. VW Transporter mpg According to the official figures, the most economical
version of the T6. VW Transporter warranty and servicing info You get a three-year, ,mile
warranty as standard from new, which isn't as generous as some rivals. As for service intervals,
you can choose between a fixed or variable scheme. Which is better for you will depend on how
and where you drive. AdBlue and insurance Euro 6 models feature a litre AdBlue tank, which is
not especially large, and delivers a range of between 3, and 5, miles - very much depending on
driving style and use. VW Transporter 6. VW Transporter T6 standard equipment If shopping
used, you may find this list of pre-facelift Transporter T6 standard equipment helpful. VW
Transporter T6 Startline standard equipment highlights: 5. This includes: Air-conditioning

Fixed, full bulkhead Alarm The resulting vehicle, sometimes known as the Transporter Business
Edition, is intended to appeal to those looking for maximum value. Always scores highly in
industry reliability survey Very few official recalls, but some reports of engine troubles Over the
previous generations, the Volkswagen Transporter has built up a reputation as a solid and
reliable workhorse. Less consistently there have also been reports of DSG and electrical
problems. Breakdown assistance and MOT insurance For added peace of mind, new
Transporters come with three years' unlimited mileage breakdown assist, which includes hour
call-out. Generous level of standard safety equipment Can be increased with a range of optional
extras Security could arguably be better Safety is an area where the Transporter T6 has been
considerably enhanced over the T5. VW Transporter standard safety equipment Standard
features on all models include ABS, electronic stability control , drive and passenger airbags,
Brake Assist and Electronic Brakeforce Distribution helping you brake harder in an emergency;
most people don't brake hard enough , and a Driver Alert System which checks to see if you're
about to fall asleep at the wheel. VW Transporter optional safety equipment We know that van
buyers aren't always keen to spend the extra to make their vans safer, but the Transporter has
plenty of kit available to tempt you. Security not so impressive? Which Volkswagen Transporter
is best for me? Don't forget you can check VW Transporter used prices using our free
valuations tool. Best VW Transporter for payload The highest gross vehicle weight Transporters
are labelled T32 â€” meaning 3,kg â€” so look for this when buying used. Why on earth would I
consider a petrol-powered VW Transporter? So seriously, why would I consider a Transporter
with a petrol engine? What is the Transporter TSI like to drive? Pretty satisfying. Be under no
illusions, this will not be a cheap van to run. In a lot of ways, this van makes no sense. Is it a
nightmare over speedbumps? How fast is the Transporter Sportline? Anything not so good
about the driving experience? What's the price of the Transporter Sportline? Does it feel worth
the cost? Volkswagen Transporter review Volkswagen Transporter review, T6. Back to top.
Parkers beta preview You are viewing the Parkers beta preview. No thanks - take me to Parkers.
Renault Trafic SL27 2. This Renault Trafic has been a fantastic van for our family I bought the
van to convert into a camper and it has reliable taken us to the Alps and around the UK.
Unfortunately, we now need a bigger motorhome for the future. The Van. Mileage: , miles. No
expense spared FSH on servicing with a full service history stamps at the following intervals.
The last two services since I have owned were. Interim 28 Point Service This is the most reliable
van I have ever owned, and it has never let me down. Though please note the van was a Cat D
write off in and was put back on the road by the previous owner who did a front facelift. I have a
full HPI check for the vehicle. The conversion to day van. Full width Rock and Roll Bed, with 3
seat belts all are 3 point belts. This give a large double bed while allowing 5 to travel. The two
front seats both swivel to give a lounge area. The van is fully insulated. The van has a full Rhino
Rack and ladder. Tow bar. I will include a large roof box with the van. Optional additions that I
can include with the van. Maxx Rack capable of carrying 4 bikes that can also been included.
Along with a large awning which has additional bedroom space, carpet and porch area. Get
yourself set up in one go with the great van, I have just had the van fully valeted so it will feel
like new to the new owners. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens
in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest opens in a new window or tab. Watch this item. This listing was ended by the seller because the
item is no longer available. Posts to:. United Kingdom See exclusions. This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Programme terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Buyer is
responsible for vehicle collection or delivery. Free postage. Start of add to list layer. Sign in for
more lists. No additional import charges on delivery. This item will be sent through the Global
Shipping Programme and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window
or tab. May not post to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for postage options.
See details. Seller's other items. Sell one like this. Related sponsored items Feedback on our
suggestions Feedback on our suggestions Feedback on our suggestions. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. People who viewed this item also viewed Feedback on our suggestions Feedback on
our suggestions Feedback on our suggestions. Renault master lwb off grid campervan
conversion 4 berth. Ford transit custom camper campervan with pop top roof stage 1
Conversion. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used : An
item that has been previously used. See all condition definitions â€” opens in a new window or
tab. The conversion to day van Full width Rock and Roll Bed, with 3 seat belts all are 3 point
belts. The van is fully insulated 12v lighting system and power in the rear, to run a cool box and
or TV while travelling, this is currently not on a leisure battery but easily done. Back to home

page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Watch this item. Ended: 25 Mar, GMT. Learn more opens in a new window or tab Postage: May not post to Ukraine - Read item description or
contact seller for postage options. Seller: kyle 91 Seller's other items. Used : An item that has
been previously used. The tow bar fitting prices consist of costs for installation and material
tow bar and electric kit. Get free instant quotes from professional garages in your area. Check
their profiles and reviews and find the best value for money. You can even ask further
questions. The costs consist of the material costs tow bar and electric kit and the labour costs
for the installation. Depending on the car model, type of tow bar fixed, detachable or swivelling ,
quality of parts, region and car garage, these costs can vary considerably. In our cost examples
our calculations are based on the assumption that a tow bar is installed in original quality. A
swivelling tow bar cannot be fitted on every car model. Furthermore, you should invest in a tow
bar made by your car manufacturer. Go for original equipment quality with EU test mark for your
tow bar! For safety reasons, it is always advisable to use parts in OEM quality. Your car garage
will know which tow bars are suitable for which car model. The electric kit is available in
universal and specific. The electric kit comes either with a 7-pole or pole 7-pin or pin socket. If
the trailer needs permanent electricity, for example in a caravan, a pole plug is required. Also
the newer cars only use a pole socket. You will find what kind of electric kit your car needs in
the vehicle documents. If necessary, there are also adapters that switch from 7- to pole sockets.
The electric kit can be used for different vehicle models that do not have a prepared wiring
harness. Here every cable connection must be connected to the rear lights and the plug. A
specific eletric kit fits exactly to your vehicle. Here the installation is less complicated. Contact
plug and cable length are designed for your vehicle. If you have some experience and a good
knowledge of cars, you can install the tow bar yourself. However, if the fixed tow bar needs to
be welded on, you should definitely let the experts do it. On average, a car mechanic needs 2.
Also look for offers in your area, sometimes tow bar fitting is offered at a fixed price, so it will be
cheaper for you. Alternatively you can use the free price comparison on this page to get tow bar
fitting quotes at a fixed price. It can also get more complicated with the installation of the
electronics. If your vehicle has an electric management system, it may be that the car garage
has to activate it first. The electronic stability program also has to be modified by the car
garage. The software ensures that the tow bar is stabilized. Things to know when upgrading
your caravan with a tow bar. If a tow bar is installed on the caravan, the permitted total weight of
the caravan and the permitted towing capacity must be taken into account. You can find this
information in the vehicle documents. This defines the strength of the device. Furthermore, a
swivelling tow bar is always recommended for caravans. Driving and parking are thereby
considerably simplified. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Whether you want to transport your caravan, horse carriage, bicycle rack or trailer: A
tow bar for your car is a practical upgrade. Find out here tow bar what types are available and
how high the tow bar fitting cost is in the UK. How much to install a tow bar? Installing a fixed
or permanent tow bar is much cheaper than a detachable or swivelling tow bar. To illustrate the
costs, below is an example of the tow bar installation for a VW Golf 7 with a support load of 80
kg and a towing capacity of kg. A branded tow bar Westfalia, Brink, Oris etc. Cost example: Tow
bar fitting cost â€” VW Golf 7. Total cost. It depends on your car whether you can install a fixed,
detachable or swivelling tow bar. Also the costs can vary depending on the model. For example,
a fixed tow bar canot be installed on some BMW 1 Series models. By the way, this applies to
most car models. All figures in this article include VAT and are only intended as guidelines,
which may vary. Get free instant quotes from garages in your area! Sorted by car models â€”
Towbar fitting prices. Also amongst the different car models there are differences in the tow bar
installation cost. Below is an overview, sorted by car model, of what you can at least expect.
Tow bar fitting cost â€” Sorted by car models. Car model. What is the breakdown of the tow bar
fitting cost? The permanent tow bar is suitable if you transport a lot and constantly need the
tow bar. It is relatively cheap. Also the tow bar should not cover your license plate. Things to
know when upgrading your caravan with a tow bar If a tow bar is installed on the caravan, the
permitted total weight of the caravan and the permitted towing capacity must be taken into
account. In the car garage: How long to install a tow bar? Depending on the type of tow bar you
choose fixed, detachable or swivelling tow bar and the car model, the time your garage needs

for the installation will also vary. The actual installation takes 1 â€” 2. For the installation of the
electronics, the workshop also needs about 1 â€” 1. Installing the electric kit with a pole tow bar
takes longer than with a 7-pole tow bar. To be on the safe side and to ensure that the tow bar
fitting cost does not vary too much, it is advisable to set a fixed price with the workshop in
advance. In the UK a maximum speed of 60mph is allowed when driving on a motorway with a
trailer or caravan. Pay attention though to road signs showing a different maximum speed.
Sometimes it may be only 50 mph e. What maximum weight am I allowed to tow? In the UK the
maximum weight you are allowed to tow varies with your driving licence. It mainly depends on
when it was issued. Tow bar fitting: Tips to save some money. If replacing your old tow bar â€”
dismantle it first For those who already have a tow bar on their car and want to replace it with a
new model: It is worth dismantling the old tow bar before visiting the garage, otherwise extra
costs for dismantling can be charged. Make a price comparison Even in the same city the tow
bar fitting costs can vary greatly from garage to garage. To save time and effort and to find the
best value for money, it is worth checking the prices for your region before each visit to the
workshop. You can also use the free price comparison on this page. More car repair articles. UK
Car Repair , Engine. This site uses cookies to help improve your experience. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your
browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also
use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your
browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. The
fifth-generation Volkswagen Transporter , or T5, is an excellent midweight van with a choice of
two body lengths and three roof heights. Lower-powered 83bhp, bhp and bhp versions drive the
front wheels through a five-speed manual gearbox, while the bhp and bhp models get a
six-speed manual box as standard and the excellent VW DSG twin-clutch automatic set-up as an
option. The Volkswagen Transporter Kombi offers a second row of foldable seating, allowing
users to carry people and materials, and the Transporter Shuttle is a nine-seater people mover.
The T5 Transporter was replaced by the T6 Transporter in Every version of the Transporter is
powered by a 2. A BlueMotion Technology package can be specified to reduce fuel
consumption and CO2 emissions on 83bhp and bhp models â€” it does this by adding
low-rolling-resistance tyres and cruise control, as well as stop-start engine technology, which
stops the engine when the Volkswagen Transporter is stationary and in neutral, then restarts it
once the driver depresses the clutch. This weighs less than the BlueMotion Technology model,
and has improved aerodynamics, and as a result promises This compares to Service intervals
are variable, depending on driving style, with a maximum of 18, miles or two years between
check-ups. Fixed-price monthly service contracts are available from VW dealers. As VW offers
two body lengths and three roof heights, the Transporter overlaps with the largest Caddy and
the smallest Crafter in terms of internal load volume, with capacities rising from 5. Plus, in
addition to the Kombi versions and dedicated minibus range, the van is available as a single or
double-chassis cab, allowing customers to add a range of bodies, such as tippers and dropside
pick-ups. The regular Transporter van is compact enough to make driving easy around town,
yet the boxy dimensions allow short-wheelbase models to swallow two Europallets and longer
models to take three. The low mm floor height compares well with the Ford Transit Custom mm
and Mercedes Vito mm. It's money well spent, though, protecting the driver and passenger from
loads and reducing noise from the rear of the van when driving. Access to the load space is
easy, thanks to twin rear doors or an optional tailgate on the Kombi, plus a sliding side door.
The Transporter can carry ,kg in payload, although it's worth noting that T30 Kombi vans with
4MOTION all-wheel drive have a payload of less than 1,kg, so customers won't be able to
reclaim VAT on these models. An electronic stability programme is standard on all versions of
the Volkswagen Transporter. This system works through the ABS brakes and TCS traction
control system to reduce the chance of slipping or skidding in the van. All models come with
daytime running lights, driver and passenger airbags and central deadlocking. Also standard is
hill hold assist, which holds the service brake for a few seconds to allow the driver to get on the
throttle and pull away, along with hazard warning lights that come on automatically under
emergency braking. The Transporter has an enviable reliability record, with many going on to
cover high mileages. Plus, they hold on to their price well, thanks to the huge demand for good
used Transporters. Even the lowly 83bhp Transporter is a pleasure to drive, and this van gets
better the more power you have at your disposal. In fact, the bhp BiTDi twin-turbo model almost
has too much grunt, and you need to be gentle with the throttle to stay within the legal limit.
Manual gearboxes are fine, although lower-powered models are only available with a five-speed

set-up. Higher-powered vans get a six-speed manual box, while the excellent seven-speed DSG
automated manual is a joy to use. The Transporter handles securely and is as capable on
long-distance motorway journeys as it is around town. As with all VW models, the Transporter
is solid and well constructed inside, with firm plastics and equally firm but comfortable seating.
There's plenty of storage space, including under the double passenger seat. Mid-range
Transporters have a standard full bulkhead, and this is a worthwhile optional extra on
entry-level models without it, as it reduces the amount of road noise from the load area. The
range-topping Sportline model also has two-tone leather seats, a Kenwood multimedia system
with sat-nav, floor mats, lowered suspension and a host of styling add-ons. Skip to Content
Skip to Footer. Overall Auto Express Rating. More reviews. Load Space and Practicality.
Reliability and Safety. Driving and Performance. Cab and Interior. Share this on Twitter Share
this on Facebook Email. Most Popular. Steve Fowler thinks Nissan is in a great position to build
on the Leaf's success. New Volkswagen Transporter T7 van teased. Volkswagen Transporter.
Next-generation Volkswagen Transporter T7 will break cover later this year with a new plug-in
hybrid powertrain. Audi Q4 e-tron. Skip to Header Skip to Content.

